
Why we need purposeful 
play in kindergarten.

Based on the research from the book, 
Purposeful Play, by Mraz, Porcelli and Tyler

Let’s Play!



Purposeful Play

“What children and young people do 
when they follow their own ideas, in their 

own way and for their own reasons” 



Play is...

● Pleasurable
● Intrinsically motivated
● Freely chosen
● Actively engaging
● Non literal

Play is the work of children.
In fact, it is the work and the 
art of childhood:  the 
essence of learning 
discovery, and creating.
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Benefits of Play
(Just some of them-the list is too long!)

◎ Helps with the development of 
emotional regulation

◎ Helps to develop and individual’s 
stress-response system

◎ Connects students to the world 
and to their peers

◎ Develops creativity
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◎ Promotes social skills
◎ Advances learning
◎ Boosts physical development
◎ Incorporates physical activity
◎ Boosts cognitive development
◎ Encourages problem solving
◎ Improves motor function

What play does is helps children to be better children, 
rather than help them prepare to be adults. (Lester and 
Russell 2008)



Unoccupied 
Behavior Solitary Play

Stages of Play

Onlooker 
Behavior
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Parallel Play
Cooperative 

Play 
(most mature)

Associative 
Play



Kinds of Play
Fantasy/

Imaginative Play

◎ Children take on 
and act out roles 
and develop a 
set of rules from 
those roles

Example: 

Grocery Store
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Constructive Play

◎ Organized form 
of play where 
children use 
materials to 
create 
something

Example: 

Blocks, Playdoh, Art 
Materials, etc.

Games with Rules

◎ Children set the 
boundaries of 
play by making 
up rules. 

Example:

Baseball

Rough and Tumble 
Play

◎ Play fighting or 
horseplay - body 
contact between 
two or more 
children.

Example: 

Tag, Chasing, 
Wrestling

Like a healthy diet pulls from every area of our plates, a healthy 
childhood pulls from all kinds of play.    To develop into the fullest 

versions of ourselves, we need outlets for fantasy and physicality, 
construction and cooperation, and time to grow.  



What is the Teacher’s Role in Play?

Planner

Facilitator

ModelObserver

Support 
System

Questioner



Power of Student Interest
KIDS Assessment/Data

Observation
Importance of the Whole Child

Planning Instruction
Teacher Mindset and Language



KIDS Play Pilot
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● Mono and Dual Language
● Working with Stephanie Plourde from ISBE 

for support.
● Classroom Updates
● Scheduling/Next Steps



WTTW documentary on 
Play in Kindergarten:

Where Play and 
Learning Meet
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Additional Resources on Play
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Articles

Why Every Kindergarten and First Grade Classroom 

Should Start Their Day with Play

State Representative Calls for Play-based 

Kindergarten

Better Grades with Play

Crisis in Kindergarten

https://medium.com/@heinemann/why-every-kindergarten-and-first-grade-school-day-should-begin-with-inquiry-and-imaginative-play-323f110e64ec
https://www.wmur.com/article/state-rep-calls-for-play-based-kindergarten-standards/15393362
https://www.the74million.org/article/a-new-push-for-play-based-learning-why-districts-say-its-leading-to-more-engaged-students-collaborative-classmates-and-better-grades/
http://www.imaginationplayground.com/images/content/2/9/2963/crisis-in-kindergarten.pdf

